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Condition/appearance 

Please see page 8 of this assessment form for definitions of pass, qualified pass 

and fail. 

Pass = P 

Qualified pass = Q  

Fail = F 

Not applicable = X  

 

Building – 

maintenance and 

appearance 

 • The building(s) should look clean and well maintained. 

External brickwork or other building material should be 

free of staining and damage. 

• Gutters, pipes, etc, should be free of obstructions, eg 

vegetation. 

• Pipes and wires should be securely and safely fixed 

• Windows and window frames should be clean and free 

from damage and, where appropriate, painted frames 

should be in good condition. 

Notes optional (reasons for failure must be recorded) 
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Grounds – 

maintenance 

 • The external area around the building should be well 

maintained to help provide a safe environment 

• Roads and walkways should be well maintained, free of 

potholes and uneven surfaces/loose paving slabs 

• Road markings should be clear. 

• There should be clearly identified pedestrian crossings in 

appropriate places (eg close to main entrances). 

• Where appropriate, kerbs should have been adapted to 

facilitate wheelchair access. 

Notes optional (reasons for failure must be recorded) 
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Grounds – 

appearance and 

tidiness 

 • The external area around the building should be tidy and 

well maintained. It should be free of litter, graffiti, cigarette 

stubs and chewing gum. Note: assessors should exercise 

judgement about the quantity/how recently gum may have 

been discarded. Small amounts of apparently recent gum 

can be discounted, but build-up should not be allowed to 

happen. 

• Areas of grass should be kept tidy, and areas planted 

with bushes/ shrubs should be well maintained and weed-

free. 

• Trees or other overhanging objects should be 

trimmed/pruned so as not to provide a hazard to eg 

partially sighted people or in darkness 

• Pathways should be free of moss, algae and bird 

droppings 

• All obstacles, eg flower tubs, should be safely located so 

as not to present a tripping hazard or restrict wheelchair 

access. 

• Particular attention should be paid to areas where 

smoking is known to happen and where additional 

cleaning/tidying will be necessary. 

• Clinical waste containers should not be visible. 

Notes optional (reasons for failure must be recorded) 
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Grounds – safety  • The journey from the parking area(s) is clearly marked, 

well lit and safe (eg does not cross the path of traffic or, 

where it does cross the path of traffic, there are clearly 

identified and well-lit crossing points). 

Notes optional (reasons for failure must be recorded) 
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Social spaces 

Yes = Y  

No = N 

Not applicable = X  

 

 Areas for action/record 

reasons and details of why a 

No has been recorded 

Is there a safe, enclosed and secure outside space  

eg garden, courtyard or terrace for patients? Note: If 

No, subsequent questions in this section should be 

ignored. To answer Yes the area(s) must be 

specifically defined for this purpose, not simply part of 

the general site grounds. 

  

Has seating been provided in the outside area?   

Is/Are these areas well maintained, tidy and litter free?   

Is/are the surface(s) level, with no raised edges or 

other tripping hazards? 

  

Is/are the areas wheelchair accessible?   

Is/are the area(s) aesthetically pleasing (eg 

landscaped, planted) to encourage their use? 

  

Where there is/are (a) pathway(s) in the external 

social space(s), does it/do they follow a continuous 

route to return the user to the beginning? Note: N/A 

where there is no pathway. 
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Signs (outside the building) 

Yes = Y 

No = N 

Not applicable = X  

 Areas for action/record reasons and 

details of why a No has been recorded 

Do the signs help you find your way 

around the building grounds, and do 

they clearly identify all 

important/regularly used parts of the 

organisation, eg main entrances, major 

departments such as emergency 

departments and outpatient areas? 

  

Are signs visible (eg not obscured by 

overgrown trees or other obstructions) 

and clean?  Note: In certain settings, eg 

learning disabilities, respite homes or 

addiction units, the organisation’s policy 

may be to not signal the building’s 

purpose. Where this is the case this 

aspect need not be assessed and 

answered N/A 
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Definitions 

Pass The guiding principle for a pass mark is that all items 
assessed meet the definition. Where something is deemed to 
be of minor importance, isolated in frequency, and in the view 
of the assessors is of recent origin, then it may be 
disregarded. It is not appropriate to pass an item but make a 
written comment drawing attention to any defect and where a 
written comment is necessary then a qualified pass or fail 
should be awarded as appropriate. 

Qualified pass Most, but not all items meet the definition and there are no 
serious issues such as the presence of blood, vomit, faeces or 
any other bodily fluid which should lead to an immediate fail 
for all like items in that ward/area. It is not possible to set a 
specific number or percentage and assessing teams will need 
to exercise their judgement, but as a rough guide two items in 
10 or 20% failing to meet the definition could be deemed as a 
qualified pass, but more than that would lead to a fail mark. 

Fail In accordance with the guidance for qualified pass where there 
are frequent failures to meet the specification or a single 
instance which is deemed sufficiently serious to result in an 
immediate fail, eg the presence of blood, vomit, faeces or 
other bodily fluids. In the case of the latter, this should lead to 
a fail for the items being assessed, not the entire ward or area. 
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